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Mk. II or Mk. II*
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AMENDMENTS No. 1

The War Office
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ERRATA

Page (3) Delete bottom line.
Read instead:— A - IC - B switch (19 set control switch).

Page (4) Sec. 7 Delete second sentence.
Sec. 8 Line 5. Delete "cathode" and substitute "an electron coupled (inverted Hartley)."

Page (7) Sec. 11 Delete paragraphs (5) and (6).
Read instead:—
(5) Insert the 5-point plug of the commander’s headphones and microphone set in the 5-point socket on the lower lead from the control unit.

(6) Insert the 5-point plug of the gunner’s headphones and microphone set in the 5-point socket on the upper lead from the control unit.

Page (8) Sec. 13 Paragraph (5) Line 3—Delete "2nd" and substitute "and".

Page (9) Sec. 17 Column 2. Delete Test 3.
Read instead:—
Switch to send removing aerial of 38 Set (as if under W. Silence). Volume control to max. 38 Set control switch to G.S. posn. Speak into Gunner’s mic.

FIG. 1 “Spot” the connexion between the line joining R6B and R7C and the line joining W1 and C5F.